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ABSTRACT  STATIONARY PROCESSES

PARFENY  P.  SAWOROTNOW

Abstract. Concept of the multivariate stationary process is

generalized to an infinite-dimensional case. Representation

theorems are derived from the theory of Hilbert modules.

In this note we shall present an application of the theory of Hilbert

modules to a study of multivariate stationary processes. There is a simple

way to generalize the consequent theory to an infinite case (of any

cardinality, in fact). Hilbert modules seem to be well suited for this

purpose.

Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, let A be a proper H*-

algebra [1] and let H be a Hilbert /1-module [4]. In particular G could be

either the real line or the set of integers.

Definition. An abstract stationary (in wide sense) process is a mapping

t-*$(t) of G into H such that (£('+'), Hs+r))=(£(t), 1(5» for all

t, r, s e G (here ( , ) denotes the generalized scalar product on H). The A-

valued function B(t) = (£(t), f(0))=(|(/+5), f(s)) shall be called the

correlation function of £(t).

Theorem 1. For each continuous abstract stationary process Ç(t) there

exists a generalized spectral measure P:A—+PA on G and feH such

that 1(0 = (Jô (*> a)~ dPJffor all t eG (see [6] for the definition of the
generalized spectral measure). The projections PA act on some closed sub-

module of H.

Proof. Let Ht be the (closed) submodule of H, generated by members

of H of the form f(r), t eG, i.e. //f is the closure of the set

(n

2f(ft)fl» \tx,- ■■ ,tneGand ax,- ■ ■ , an e A

For each / eG we define the operator Ut by setting
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and extending Ut to entire H^ in the obvious manner. Then each operator

Ut is /1-linear and unitary, also Ut+s=UtUs holds for all t, s eG. By

Theorem 3 of [5] there exists a generalized spectral measure A—>-PA such

that

f(i) = £/(|(0) = ([(t, a)" dp\ |(0)    for all / e G.

Wetake/=f(0)---.
Now note that the Hilbert module H is also a complex Hilbert space with

respect to the scalar product tr( , ) [4, Theorem 1]. So the theory of Masani

[2] is applicable here. Thus we have:

Corollary. For each continuous abstract stationary process f there

exists an H-valued, count ably additive, orthogonally scattered [2, pp. 63-64]

measure v on G such that £(/) = j¿ (/, a) dv(a) for all t e G (the integral

here is considered in the sense of pp. 75-78 of [2]).

Proof. We set y(A)=PAf (0). Then v has the required properties (note

that P is also an ordinary projection-valued measure of the type con-

sidered in Example 1.5(a) of [2]). If for some g e H we define a complex

valued measure m(A) = tr(v(A), g) then it will follow from Corollary 5.12

of [2] that

tr(f(i, x)-dv(x), gj - fft, a) dm(a) = tr(U¿(0), g).

Since g was arbitrary we can conclude that Ç(t)=Utl;(0) = )a (t, a) dv(a)

for all t e G.

Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for an A-valued

function B(t) to be a correlation function for some abstract stationary pro-

cess is that B(t) be positive definite in the sense of [5]. B(t) is continuous if

and only if the corresponding process is continuous.

Proof. If B(t) is a positive definite /(-function [5, p. 146] then [5,

Theorem 1] there exists a unitary representation /—>-(_/, of G by ^-linear

operators on a Hilbert module H such that B(t) = (Utf,f0)iorsomef0 e H.

Define Ç(t)=Utf0; then | is an abstract stationary process:

(f(i + r), fts + r)) = (UrUJ0, UrUJ0) = (UJ0, UJ0) = (¿(f), f(s)).

If B is continuous then the representation t-*Ut is also continuous [5,

Theorem 1]. In this case £(t)=U,f0 is also continuous.

Conversely, let f be an abstract stationary process and let B(t) =

(f(0, £(0))- If /,,•••, tn e G and ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an e A then f='Z!j(tk)ak is a
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member of H. It follows then that

2 a*B(tk - i3)a, = 2 a*Mh), ¿(r,))«,
k.j kj

= (2í(í*K,2%k) -Cf./)

is positive.

We have also a generalization of Theorem 5.2 in Chapter I of [7].

Theorem 3. Let p be a positive r(A)-valued measure defined on Borel

sets of G. Then B(t) = ¡¿"(t, a) dp(ct) is a correlation function of some con-

tinuous abstract stationary process. Conversely for each continuous abstract

stationary process Ç(t) there exists a positive r(A)-valued Borel measure p

on G such that (£(t), f(0» = Jo (*> a) dp(a)for each t e G.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2 above and the generalized

Bochner theorem [6].

To complete the paper we include an example of an abstract stationary

process that has infinitely many components (note that multivariate

stationary processes of Rozanov [7] and Wiener-Masani [8], [9] are

examples of our abstract stationary processes).

Example. Let (Í2, p) be a probability space and let H be the set of all

sequences f={fn(w)} of random variables such that each |/„(h>)|2 is

summable and 2n J"n |/(w)|2aw'<oo ((Q, p) is a measurable space

with p(Q.)=\ and / is a sequence of measurable functions such that

2n Jo l/(M')l2 dw is finite). Then'//" is a Hilbert module over the algebra A

of infinite complex valued matrices a=(aij) such that ||a||2=2¿,, la,Jj2<co-

Now let £={£„(/, w)}%=x be a sequence of mutually stationarily cor-

related stationary processes such that 2« J lfn(?> w)\2dw<co for each

t eG, where G is either the real line or the set of all integers (if the last

series diverges then we replace each £n by

^0) = £n(t, w)n-1(Jn|f„(0, w)\2 d»JUy

Then £ is an example of abstract stationary process with infinitely many

components.

Let us show that the space H in the above example is a Hilbert module

over A. Let f={f„(w)} be a member of H and let a={anm} e A. For each

n consider the function gn(w)='^k fk(w)akrr Then the inequality

ig»i2 ^ 21 «w)i2 2 K-12 = 2 i/»i2 ii° 112
k k k
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shows that each |g„(vv)| is square integrable. Also it is easy to see that

{gn}eH:2 ¡\gnM\*dw
n   J

^ 2f (2 iawi* 2 K»l2) d* = 2 ( f 2 iawi" d* 21«*»!1)

^ 2 f iami' dw 2 2 i«*J" = 2 fi/*(w)ia dw naii2-
*    J n     k k    J

Thus H is a right module.

We define the generalized scalar product on H by taking (/, g) to be the

matrix whose n,mth entry equals to $ (fn(w))~gm(w) dw((f, g)(n, m) =

f (fnWrgmM dw). Then (/,/) e r(A) since tr(/,/)= 2„ J |/„(w)|* dw
and (/, g) e r(A) since

Mf,g) = (f+g,f+g) + (f-g,f-g)
+ '(/+ '£./+ &) - '(/- (?,/- ig).

The other axioms of a Hilbert module are easy to verify.

Remark 1. It was pointed out to the author, after the paper was

essentially finished, that a more appropriate name for the above-con-

sidered function i(t) should be "abstract stationary random field"

rather than "abstract stationary process", since £(t) was defined on an

arbitrary (commutative) topological group (see, for example, the remark

in the second paragraph on p. 593 of [11]). It was also indicated by the

referee that the proper title of the paper should be Abstract stationary

random fields.

However, the present study was originated as an attempt to generalize

multivariate processes, considered by Rozanov in his book [7], to an

infinite-dimensional case. The fact that we did not restrict the domain of

i(t) to either integer or reals (discrete or continuous time) is not essential.

Also M. Rosenberg uses the term "stationary processes" in his work [3].

For this and some other reasons we kept our original terminology,

realizing, of course, that the present work comes under the theory of

stationary random fields.

Remark 2. In the past there have been several authors who used

modules to study stationary processes. The above-considered Hilbert

module is a direct generalization of modules considered by Rozanov [7]

and Wiener-Masani [8], [9] (our Hilbert module can be considered as an

infinite-dimensional analogue of their modules over qxq matrices).

The case of Gangolli [10] is different. He considered a particular

example of a module, over the space of all bounded operators on an L2-

space, which has an inner product assuming bounded operators as its
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values. In the present paper we consider a module over an arbitrary

(proper) //*-algebra, which may or may not be associated with Hilbert-

Schmidt operators on an L2-space; the inner product in our case assumes

its values in the //*-algebra involved. The module of Gangolli seems to

be well suited for prediction theory. We did not go into prediction theory

here. The author, however, is hopeful that our Hilbert module will

prove to be useful also in doing prediction theory, at least as far as

generalizing certain results of [7] and [8], [9].
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